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Westpac’s approach to sustainability.

Westpac New Zealand Limited (WNZL) sustainability and climate change overview.

• Westpac Banking Corporation (Westpac) has long recognised that climate change is a significant issue that will impact 

the long-term prosperity of our economy and way of life

- We believe that Westpac has a strong role to play in helping to create positive social, economic and environmental impact for

the benefit of all. Westpac’s 2020 sustainability strategy outlines its commitment to building a sustainable future by taking

action in the areas where we can have the greatest impact. 

https://www.westpac.com.au/content/dam/public/wbc/documents/pdf/aw/sustainability/Westpac_Group_2018-

2020_Sustainability_Strategy.pdf

- Westpac set out its first climate change action plan almost a decade ago, and have published its climate change position 

statement and 2020 action plan (Action Plan). This Action Plan builds on Westpac’s strong track record, outlining the next 

phase of actions Westpac is taking to meet our commitment to operate in a manner consistent with limiting global warming to 

less than two degrees celsius above pre-industrial levels. 

https://www.westpac.com.au/content/dam/public/wbc/documents/pdf/aw/sustainability/WestpacCCEActionPlan.pdf

• WNZL shares Westpac’s climate change solutions

- In alignment with Westpac’s Action Plan, WNZL has published its ‘Take Action on Climate Change’ strategic focus. 

https://www.westpac.co.nz/assets/Sustainability/Taking-action-on-climate-change.pdf

- WNZL commissioned a climate change impact report completed in April 2018, which establishes that taking faster action on 

climate change could save New Zealand $30 billion by 2050. https://www.westpac.co.nz/who-we-are/sustainability-and-

community/looking-after-our-environment/climate-change/climate-change-impact-report/
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Climate change solutions.

WNZL climate change solutions overview.

• WNZL is focussed on providing finance to back Climate Change Solutions

- Westpac’s Action Plan identifies certain activities (eg renewable energy, green buildings) as Climate Change Solutions. WNZL’s 

‘Take Action on Climate Change’ strategic focus incorporates the same Climate Change Solutions.

- WNZL has a target to lend $2 billion to Climate Change Solutions. This encompasses the total direct and indirect financing of

customers, to the extent they are involved in Climate Change Solutions. 

- Find out more at https://www.westpacsustainability.co.nz and https://www.westpac.co.nz/who-we-are/sustainability-and-

community/looking-after-our-environment/climate-change/

• WNZL Green Bond Programme

- WNZL plans to facilitate the issuance of Green Bonds to support its commitment to provide $2 billion in lending to Climate 

Change Solutions by 2020, under our ‘Take Action on Climate Change’ strategic focus.

- To the extent that lending to Climate Change Solutions is consistent with the ICMA GBP1, and aligned to this Green Bond 

Framework, such lending may be considered an Eligible Asset for the WNZL Green Bond Programme.

- The procedures outlined in this Green Bond Framework set out the process for selection of Eligible Assets, and regular tracking 

of the Green Bond issuance proceeds and Eligible Asset Pool. On issuance of a Green Bond, net proceeds from the issue will 

finance or refinance Eligible Assets supporting WNZL’s strategic focus on funding Climate Change Solutions.

- Green Bonds will be issued by Westpac Securities NZ Limited, London Branch (the Issuer), a wholly owned and guaranteed 

funding subsidiary of WNZL.
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1 The International Capital Markets Association Green Bond Principles (ICMA GBP) are voluntary guidelines to allow transparency and disclosure to promote integrity in the green bond market
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Green bond framework.

Green bond eligible assets and use of proceeds.

• Eligible Assets for the WNZL Green Bond Programme are loans to, or investments in: 

Category Eligibility criteria
Alignment to United Nations Social Development 

Goals (SDGs)

Green buildings

 Commercial property with a New Zealand Green Building Council 4 star rating and 

above, or a NABERSNZ 4 star rating and above

 Residential properties with a Homestar rating of 5 star and above

 SDG 7. Affordable & clean energy

 SDG 11. Sustainable cities & communities

Renewable energy

 Solar PV and solar thermal investments

 Wind power investments

 Low emissions geothermal power investments

 Small (<25MW) hydro electric plants and refurbishment and/or refinance of existing 

Large scale hydro plants

 New large scale hydro

 SDG 7. Affordable and clean energy

Pollution prevention and 

control

 Recycling infrastructure

 Pollution prevention investments and waste-to-landfill minimisation investments

 Non fossil fuel waste to energy and biomass power investments

 SDG 12. Responsible consumption and production

Clean transportation

 Electric freight and passenger vehicle investments

 Electrified rail investments

 Low carbon and non fossil fuel public transport investments

 SDG 11. Sustainable cities and communities

Water and wastewater 

management

 Wastewater treatment, reticulation and management infrastructure including 

mitigation and efficiency projects

 Network construction/maintenance/equipment for water supply and distribution

 SDG 11. Sustainable cities and communities

Climate change 

adaptation

 Climate change adaptation and resilience investments

 Natural disaster prevention and recovery investments
 SDG 13. Climate action
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Green bond framework.

Green bond eligible assets and use of proceeds, continued. 

• Use of proceeds

- An amount equal to the net proceeds from the issuance of the Green Bonds will be allocated to the funding of existing and 

future Eligible Assets.

- Whilst the Green Bonds are outstanding, internal records of WNZL will show that the net proceeds from the issue of the Green 

Bonds have been allocated to Eligible Assets.

- Payment of interest and principal on the Green Bonds will not be linked to the performance of any Eligible Assets and will be

made from the Issuer’s general funding pool.
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Green bond framework.

Green bond eligible assets and use of proceeds, continued.

In 2015, United Nations member countries adopted the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and its 17 sustainable 

development goals which provides internationally recognised classifications of assets. The WNZL Green Bond Framework aligns to 

several SDG goals and targets (not exhaustive): 

Green Bond 

Eligible Asset
SDG SDG goal SDG target description

Renewable energy
Affordable and 

clean energy
7.2 By 2030, increase substantially the share of renewable energy in the global energy mix

Green buildings
Affordable and 

clean energy
7.3 By 2030, double the global rate of improvement in energy efficiency

Pollution prevention 

and control

Responsible

consumption and 

production

12.5 By 2030, substantially reduce waste generation through prevention, reduction, recycling and reuse

Water and waste 

water management

Clean water and 

sanitation

6.3 By 2030, substantially increase water-use efficiency across all sectors and ensure sustainable withdrawals and supply of 

freshwater to address water scarcity and substantially reduce the number of people suffering from water scarcity

Clean transportation
Sustainable cities 

and communities

11.2 By 2030, Provide access to safe, affordable, accessible and sustainable transport systems for all, improving road safety, 

notably by expanding public transport, with special attention to the needs of those in vulnerable situations, women, children, 

persons with disabilities and older persons

Climate change 

adaptation
Climate action 13.1 Strengthen resilience and adaptive capacity to climate-related hazards and natural disasters in all countries
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Green bond framework.

WNZL Environmental, Social & Governance (ESG) 
Risk Management Framework 

ESG Credit Risk Policy

Westpac’s Approach to Sustainable 
Finance

Climate Change Solutions 
Lending

Green Bond 
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Ineligible Assets

Process for eligible asset evaluation and selection.

The selection and tracking of the Green Bond Eligible Asset 

Pool to be funded from the issuance of a Green Bond is 

governed by a process that aims to ensure risks are fully 

understood, assessed and properly controlled.

• The process: 

- Ensures that projects selected for the Green Bond 

Eligible Asset Pool meet WNZL’s Eligible Asset 

lending criteria.

- Ensures that where possible, funded assets represent 

a diverse selection of projects.

- Seeks to understand and assess the selected 

projects, to manage for risks including, but not limited 

to, reputational risks.



Green bond framework.

Process for eligible asset evaluation and selection, continued.

1) Lending policies and frameworks

• Relevant WNZL lending is undertaken in accordance with the ESG Risk Management Framework and ESG Credit Risk Policy.

2) Asset list for Climate Change Solutions

• A request is sent to WNZL’s industry teams to identify relevant assets against the Climate Change Solutions definitions. The 

final asset list is discussed and reviewed by relevant parties.

3) Select Eligible Assets for inclusion in Green Bond Eligible Asset Pool

• Using the Climate Change Solutions list, a subset of assets is selected based on the following priorities:

• Large direct exposure: Select transactions with a large direct investment exposure to the relevant criteria. Thereafter, 

smaller transactions may be added if all proceeds are not yet allocated.

• Indirect exposure (annual review): 

(a) Renewable energy: by percentage of renewable generation in the total portfolio megawatt generation capacity.

(b) Green buildings: market value of green buildings, in the total portfolio market value.

• Where possible, assets should be chosen to allow a diverse selection across the relevant criteria, renewable energy, low 

carbon transport and green buildings.
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Green bond framework.
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Process for eligible asset evaluation and selection, continued.

4) Approve and review Green Bond Eligible Asset Pool

• The Green Bond Eligible Asset Pool is then reviewed and discussed by relevant parties within WNZL including provision of 

relevant process documentation, data, underlying assumptions and evidence of justification against the Green Bond Eligible 

Asset definitions and interviews with relevant personnel where required.

5) Confidentiality

• WNZL is not required to publicly disclose the underlying assets in the Green Bond Eligible Asset Pool. Where permissible, 

WNZL may look to partner with the underlying asset owner to use the name or logo of the asset to give full disclosure and for

the purposes of marketing the Green Bond.



Green bond framework.

Management of proceeds.

• Flow of funds for Green Bond

- Green Bond proceeds will be allocated to WNZL’s general pool of funds as set out below.

- Green Bond proceeds will be tracked and monitored using a specific product code by the WNZL Treasury, to ensure any such 

issuance does not exceed the value of Green Bond Eligible Assets. 

• WNZL will allocate the Green Bond proceeds to Eligible Assets as set out by the process for Eligible Asset evaluation and 

selection 

- Raised proceeds will be allocated to Eligible Assets within 24 months of issuance unless specifically related to new financing 

requiring progressive allocation over longer timeframes. In any case, all raised proceeds will be fully allocated within the term of 

the Green Bond.

- Pending allocation of raised proceeds in part or in full to Eligible Assets, or in the event that the dollar value of all available Eligible 

Assets falls below the amount of the net proceeds from the offering of the Green Bonds, WNZL will (in its sole discretion) 

temporarily invest an amount equal to the balance of such proceeds in overnight or otherwise short-term financial instruments.
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Green bond framework.

Reporting. 

Category Measurement criteria

Green buildings
 Average KgCO2/m2 of each property benchmarked to baseline market performance; or 

 Average avoided impacts against benchmarks and commercial property NZGBC ratings or residential property Homestar ratings

Renewable energy
 Industry standard averages – emissions avoided from using wind or solar power (MWh) generated by wind or solar generation displacing coal fired 

energy generation. Performance of the pool of assets benchmarked to market average

Pollution prevention and control
 Annual reduction in waste to landfill; or

 Such relevant impact indicators as practicably estimated

Clean transportation  Total capacity (such as freight or passengers) or annual GHG emissions reduced / avoided (CO2te)

Water and wastewater management  Annual reduction in water consumption, measurable improvement in water quality or project-specific targets and results

Climate change adaptation  Project-specific targets and results
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• Reporting indicators

- In line with best practice, WNZL will report and maintain the Westpac fixed income investor website 

https://www.westpac.com.au/about-westpac/investor-centre/fixed-income-investors/ with key quantitative and/or qualitative 

performance indicators and metrics in relation to the Eligible Assets funded by the WNZL Green Bond Programme. Such 

reports may include:

https://www.westpac.com.au/about-westpac/investor-centre/fixed-income-investors/


Green bond framework.

• External review and assurance. 

- WNZL has subjected its Green Bond Framework to external review and assurance by DNV GL Business Assurance Pty 

Limited (www.dnvgl.com) to confirm its alignment with the ICMA Green Bond Principles 2018.

- WNZL also undertakes to have external review and assurance conducted on each proposed Green Bond issuance with the 

corresponding assurance opinion made publicly available through the Westpac fixed income investor website. 

https://www.westpac.com.au/about-westpac/investor-centre/fixed-income-investors/

- WNZL will seek periodic external review and assurance of compliance of the Green Bonds with ICMA GBPs from an 

independent third party, as well as confirmation of the disbursement of funds, and environmental impacts reporting of the 

Eligible Assets.

- Where possible and practicable WNZL undertakes to have:

• impact reporting metrics; and 

• alignment with and contribution to United Nations SDGs 

included in the scope of external review and assurance activities associated with its Green Bond issuance.
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Green bond framework.

Important information.

Westpac Institutional Bank refers to the brand under which products and services are provided by either Westpac Banking Corporation ABN 33 007 457 141 (Westpac) or Westpac New Zealand Limited (company number 

1763882) (WNZL). Any product or service made available by WNZL does not represent an offer from Westpac or any of its subsidiaries (other than WNZL). Neither Westpac nor its other subsidiaries guarantee or otherwise 

support the performance of WNZL in respect of any such product. WNZL is not an authorised deposit taking institution for the purposes of Australian prudential standards.

The current disclosure statements for the New Zealand division of Westpac and for WNZL can be obtained at the internet address www.westpac.co.nz. Download the WNZL QFE Group Financial Advisers Act 2008 Disclosure 

Statement at www.westpac.co.nz.

The material contained in this document is intended to be general background information on Westpac Securities NZ Limited, Westpac New Zealand Limited and their activities.  It should not be reproduced, distributed or 

transmitted to any person without consent of Westpac New Zealand Limited and is not intended for distribution in any jurisdiction in which such distribution would be contrary to local law or regulation. 

The information is supplied in summary form and is therefore not necessarily complete. It does not constitute a prospectus, offering memorandum or other offering document or an offer of securities.  Also, it is not intended that it 

be relied upon as advice to investors or potential investors, who should consider seeking independent professional advice depending upon their specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs.

The material contained in this document may include information derived from publicly available sources that have not been independently verified.  No representation or warranty is made as to the accuracy, completeness or 

reliability of the information.

This document is directed only at persons who (i) have professional experience in matters relating to investments; or (ii) are persons falling within Article 49(2)(a) to (d) (“high net worth companies, unincorporated associations 

etc.”) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2001 (as amended); or (iii) are outside the United Kingdom (all such persons together being referred to as “relevant persons”). This document must 

not be acted on or relied on by persons who are not relevant persons. 

This document contains statements that constitute “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of section 27A of the United States Securities Act of 1993, as amended and section 21E of the United States Securities 

Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. Forward-looking statements are statements about matters that are not historical facts. The forward-looking statements include statements regarding our intent, belief or current expectations 

with respect to our business and operations, market conditions, results of operations and financial condition.

We use words such as ‘will’, ‘may’, ‘expect’, 'indicative', ‘intend’, ‘seek’, ‘would’, ‘should’, ‘could’, ‘continue’, ‘plan’, ‘probability’, ‘risk’, ‘forecast’, ‘likely’, ‘estimate’, ‘anticipate’, ‘believe’, ‘aim’, or other similar words to identify forward-

looking statements. These statements reflect our current views with respect to future events and are subject to change, certain risks, uncertainties and assumptions which are, in many instances, beyond our control and have been 

made based upon management’s expectations and beliefs concerning future developments and their potential effect upon Westpac Securities NZ Limited and/or Westpac New Zealand Limited. There can be no assurance that 

future developments will be in accordance with our expectations or that the effect of future developments on us will be those anticipated. Should one or more of the risks or uncertainties materialise, or should underlying 

assumptions prove incorrect, actual results may vary materially from the expectations described in this document. Factors that may impact on the forward-looking statements made include those described in the section entitled 

“Risk factors” in the Management Report in the Westpac Securities NZ Limited Financial Statements for the year ended 31 March 2019. When relying on forward-looking statements to make decisions with respect to Westpac 

Securities NZ Limited and/or Westpac New Zealand Limited, investors and others should carefully consider such factors and other uncertainties and events. We are under no obligation, and do not intend, to update any forward-

looking statements contained in this document.

Information contained in or otherwise accessible through the websites mentioned in this document does not form part of the document unless we specifically state the information is incorporated by reference. All references in this 

document to websites are inactive textual references and are for information only.

All amounts are in New Zealand dollars unless otherwise indicated. All financial data in this document is as at 31 March 2019 unless otherwise stated.
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